Comodulation masking release and the masking-level difference.
An experiment was performed to determine if the mechanism that mediates comodulation masking release (CMR) is associated with that used to improve detection by the masking-level difference (MLD). The experiment consisted of first improving detectability of a masked diotic tone burst by adding a synchronous noise band at another frequency region (CMR), and then measuring an MLD in the usual manner, by inverting the tone-burst signal to one ear. Results indicate that a substantial MLD can be measured for a signal whose detectability has already been improved by CMR. However, that MLD (9 dB) is smaller than that measured in random noise (14 dB). Put another way, a small CMR (4 dB) can be produced even when the detectability of a stimulus has already been improved due to the MLD. These data are in general agreement with those of Hall et al. [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 83, 1839-1845 (1988)] and Schooneveldt and Moore [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 85, 262-272 (1989)].